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Who would want to harm Discworld&#39;s most beloved icon? Very few things are held sacred in

this twisted, corrupt, heartlessâ€”and oddly familiarâ€”universe, but the Hogfather is one of them. Yet

here it is, Hogswatchnight, that most joyous and acquisitive of times, and the jolly, old, red-suited

gift-giver has vanished without a trace. And there&#39;s something shady going on involving an

uncommonly psychotic member of the Assassins&#39; Guild and certain representatives of

Ankh-Morpork&#39;s rather extensive criminal element. Suddenly Discworld&#39;s entire myth

system is unraveling at an alarming rate. Drastic measures must be taken, which is why Death

himself is taking up the reins of the fat man&#39;s vacated sleigh . . . which, in turn, has

Death&#39;s level-headed granddaughter, Susan, racing to unravel the nasty, humbuggian mess

before the holiday season goes straight to hell and takes everyone along with it.
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What could more genuinely embody the spirit of Christmas (or Hogswatch, on the Discworld) than a

Terry Pratchett book about the holiday season? Every secular Christmas tradition is included. But

as this is the 21st Discworld novel, there are some unusual twists.  This year the Auditors, who want

people to stop believing in things that aren't real, have hired an assassin to eliminate the Hogfather.

(You know him: red robe, white beard, says, "Ho, ho, ho!") Their evil plot will destroy the Discworld

unless someone covers for him. So someone does. Well, at least Death tries. He wears the

costume and rides the sleigh drawn by four jolly pigs: Gouger, Tusker, Rooter, and Snouter. He



even comes down chimneys. But as fans of other Pratchett stories about Death (Mort, Reaper Man,

and Soul Music) know, he takes things literally. He gives children whatever they wish for and

appears in person at Crumley's in The Maul.  Fans will welcome back Susan, Death of Rats (the

Grim Squeaker), Albert, and the wizardly faculty of Unseen University, and revel in new

personalities like Bilious, the "oh god of Hangovers." But you needn't have read Pratchett before to

laugh uproariously and think seriously about the meanings of Christmas. --Nona Vero --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

The master of humorous fantasy delivers one of his strongest, most conventional books yet.

Discworld's equivalent of Santa Claus, the Hogfather (who flies in a sleigh drawn by four gigantic

pigs), has been spirited away by a repulsive assassin, Mr. Teatime, acting on behalf of the Auditors

who rule the universe and who would prefer that it exhibited no life. Since faith is essential to life,

destroying belief in the Hogfather would be a major blow to humanity. It falls to a marvelously

depicted Death and his granddaughter Susan to solve the mystery of the disappeared Hogfather,

and meanwhile to fill in for him. On the way to the pair's victory, readers encounter children both

naughty and nice; gourmet banquets made of old boots and mud; lesser and greater criminals; an

overworked and undertrained tooth fairy named Violet; and Bilious, the god of hangovers, among

other imaginative concepts. The tone of much of the book is darker than usual for Pratchett?for

whom "humorous" has never been synonymous with "silly"?and his satire, too, is more edged than

usual. (One scene deftly skewers the Christmas carol "Good King Wenceslas.") Pratchett has now

moved beyond the limits of humorous fantasy, and should be recognized as one of the more

significant contemporary English-language satirists. U.K. rights: Victor Gollanz, The Cassell Group;

trans., first serial, dramatic, audio rights: Ralph Vicinanza. Copyright 1998 Reed Business

Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

If you have read other Discworld novels, this is right up there with the best off them, with an in depth

investigation of Death, the world (and modern society) through the eyes of children and adults, and

how belief defines and binds us our world and each other.Includes a few of my all-time favorite

Discworld character quotes.If you haven't read a Discworld book, this one may be a bit of a deep

pond to jump into. Worth the leap, but please give it at least 50 pages to get your bearings; this

book deals with a lot of established characters and settings. You'll be rewarded for sticking with it,

and rewarded further on re-reading (especially after reading, say,Â Thief of Time: A Novel of

DiscworldÂ orÂ The Color of Magic (Discworld))



This is a Death series book, and it would be helpful to have read some of the earlier ones, such as

Mort, in order to understand what is going on in this one. This is not the best Discworld book to start

with, but for fans, it's a big sack of Christmas presents with familiar characters, good observations,

and jokes. Just what you need at Solstice! And of course the plot is like any Christmas movie: Save

Christmas before it's too late.I'm saying Christmas, because that's the holiday that I'm used to

around Solstice, but there are no references to Christianity, only discworld gods and Father

Christmas.

It's so hard to describe Terry Pratchett's Discworld novels to non-fans. On the surface they're

parodic fantasy novels, with clever wordplay and skewering of beloved tropes by an author who

clearly loves the genre he's satirizing. But there's so much more going on beneath the surface:

literary references, cultural criticism, quantum physics, philosophy, and wry observations about

human nature. Hogfather is a perfect example of the multiple layers in a Pratchett novel: it's a

fantasy story about Santa Claus and the Tooth Fairy and a young woman with superpowers who

just wants the be normal; it's a comedy about a traditionally grim character (Death) trying to fill the

role of a traditionally cheerful and lively character (Santa Claus, or The Hogfather as he's called in

this universe). It's ALSO about the ancient origins of Christmas, and why modern people are still so

invested in winter solstice festivals, and why myths and stories are so crucial to our very identity as

human beings. What would, on its own, be a rather middling fantasy story is just the vehicle for a

meditation on the power of myth that Joseph Campbell himself would envy. If the story lags a bit for

you, stick with it - the "moral of the story" at the end is totally worth it.

I had heard of the Discworld series by British author Terry Pratchett, but had never read any of it.

Then a relative showed me the Sky One (a British network) adaptation of the book, Hogfather (here

reviewed), and I thought it was brilliant. I had to read the book.I don't know much about the "meta"

or overall mythology, if you will, of Discworld. I do know what little I have read and has been

revealed to me via the novel and little tidbits I picked up online. Essentially, in the Discworld, there is

what some have referred to as a "fantasy kitchen sink" situation, or a world where "all myths are

true". One of these is the "Hogfather", who seems to be designed upon the Santa Claus/Odin

connection roots of real life. The religious roots of him as a bishop are not really mentioned in the

book. Though, to be fair, (this is just my opinion), one of the forms the Hogfather takes alludes to

this, possibly.Referencing the idea in many fantasy books that someone's biological matter (hair,



nails, so on) can be used to control them or cast magic on them, the villain hired by the ultimate bad

guys manages to actually come up with a plan to destroy a god, in this case, the Hogfather.Sensing

that something is wrong with the world on the night of Hogswatch Eve (the Discworld analogue of

Christmas Eve) Death (yes, that Death) takes it upon himself to stop this plot and enlists (through

some subtle manipulation) his adopted grand-daughter Susan. Despite being the child of the

adopted daughter, she somehow inherits powers from him. I don't know the background books well

enough yet, so I admit this is confusing.The question is whether the villains can succeed in ridding

the world of annoying belief in the form of the Hogfather, or if Susan and Death can keep that belief

alive. It will be one hell of an interesting, and hilarious, journey.This is one of the most entertaining

and funny books I have read in a long time. Terry Pratchett is a master of both situational comedy

and turning words to funny effect. He's not as good as PG Wodehouse, but who is? And the

characters were incredibly engaging. Granted, it helped I saw the tv adaptation first, and imagined

the characters looking like they do there. Even so, I think they were masterfully done. Teatime was

chilling and creepy, Death was funny and kind of melancholic in how he can't do more to help

others, and Susan was a badass female character that was cool despite being annoying in her

angsting about being "normal".Sometimes Pratchett could be a bit annoying in his commentary and

so forth. He was a tad preachy, but this didn't occur except for about three scenes, and only one of

those was beyond the pale. The other two were sensible in their questioning of different social and

moral assumptions we make of others, and of how we do "good" for the wrong reasons at times.I

could do without the veiled notion that belief is made up for our sakes and not absolute, but if this is

the maximum that Pratchett attacks religion, I can certainly take it.A very funny and brilliant read,

and one I heartily recommend.-----Death as the Hogfather: WELL  CUSTOMER, HAVE YOU BEEN

NAUGHTY OR NICE? HO. HO. HO.

Even at his least inspired, Prachett writes a better fantasy story than just about anyone, living or

dead. As this is one of 34 volumes in the Discworld series, it's easy to give Hogfather a pass as one

of the less-strong stories. But chances are, unless you've run across this review in searching for

"stories about santa and hogs", you're already a Pratchett convert and there's little he could do to

drive you off. Hogfather isn't the strongest book in the Discworld series, and may rank in the bottom

third, but that's not near enough to say "skip this one and move on to Jingo."

This book is very funny and nice and ridiculous. Death becomes Santa Claus, his granddaughter

kicks ass, Wizards get up to hijinks in their labyrinthine university, a magic computer learns about



Christmas. It poses thought-provoking philosophical questions without making you want to die

curled in a ball, provides some satisfactory answers, and manages not to get too too dark. It will

make you laugh and go 'aww' and think about things and leave you happy. The perfect holiday

book.
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